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Section 1:
Introduction
What is the Community Empowerment Fund?
The Community Empowerment Fund is part of the Government's National Strategy for
Neighbourhood Renewal. It will support community and voluntary sector involvement in
Local Strategic Partnerships (LSPs). The Government wants voluntary and community
organisations - as well as local residents and community members - to be equal
partners on LSPs. It recognises that they will find it much easier to participate
effectively if they have some funds of their own. That is why the Government has set
up the Community Empowerment Fund.

Involving community and voluntary sector organisations, as well as community
members and residents, is a complex process, and to do it well would involve at least

. the following steps:
• Outreach, especially to excluded communities, to make them aware that they have

the chance to express their views and directly influence service providers.
• Help to pull together the views of the community and voluntary sectors, and those of

community members and residents.
• Support for identifying key issues and developing solutions (for instance, by paying

for surveys, meetings and, where necessary, consultancy and advice).
• Procedures for choosing community and voluntary sector members of the Local

Strategic Partnership, especially from deprived neighbourhoods and excluded
communities.

• Participation of community and voluntary sector members in sufficient numbers on
the Local Strategic Partnership, for which they might need training and other forms
of support (such as pre-meetings, briefings etc).

The Community Empowerment Fund should be used specifically to support and
etlhance all these steps.

The Fund is not a replacement or subsidy for existing support for the community and
VOluntarysectors.

The Fund is also not aimed at funding community activities more generally. The
Government is setting up the Neighbourhood Renewal Community Chests programme
to support this, and there are also other Government funding programmes which could
provide support. These include the Community Champions Fund and the Local
Network of Children's Funds (the Department for Education and Skills administers

.both of these). The Neighbourhood Renewal Unit has published guidance on the
Neighbourhood Renewal Community Chests. Copies are available from NRU by
telephoning 020 7944 8383 or emailing:neighbourhoodrenewal@dtlr.gsi.gov.uk.

mailto:emailing:neighbourhoodrenewal@dtlr.gsi.gov.uk.


The Community Empowerment Fund provides £36 million over the next three financial
years (2001-02, 2002-03 and 2003-04) to the 88 most deprived local authority areas,
Which are eligible for the Neighbourhood Renewal Fund (see Page 9). A list of these
areas 'is provided at Annex A, together with detailed allocations.

It will not be administered by local authorities. Instead, the Government Offices in the
Regions will channel it directly to the community and voluntary sectors.



Section 2:
What does this guidance cover?
This guidance is concerned specifically with the early stages of the neighbourhood
renewal process. It concentrates on how the Community Empowerment Fund should
be used to ensure that communities and voluntary sector organisations can effectively
participate in LSPs as they are established.

Community and voluntary sector organisations - whether formal or informal - can
participate in neighbourhood renewal and on LSPs in two ways:
• as service providers (for instance, providing childcare, or training and skills); and
• as representatives of their membership, and - as far as possible - of the wider

community.

, This document deals with the representative role of the community and voluntary
sector groups on LSPs. However, the important role of such groups as service
providers should still be recognised, and LSPs should consider involving them and
using their services wherever appropriate.

Although this document only relates directly to the 88 most deprived areas receiving
the Community Empowerment Fund, some of the processes it outlines will be relevant
to LSPs in other areas, as they seek to create effective mechanisms for community and
voluntary sector involvement.

This guidance builds on the information on the Community Empowerment Fund
published as an Annex to the LSP Guidance. The LSP Guidance can be found on the
DTLR website at http://www.local .•regions.dtlr.gov.uk/lsp/guidance/index.htm.

This preliminary Guidance was first issued in June 2001. We issued further Finance
Guidance in September 2001 to supplement it, and we intend to issue full and revised
CEF Guidance in 2002.



We would welcome input from voluntary and community sector organisations at all
levels on how to administer the Community Empowerment Fund so that communities
benefit as fully as possible. Please send comments to:

,

Community Participation Team
Neighbourhood Renewal Unit
DTLR
Eland House
Bressenden Place
London
SW1E 50U

or e-mail them to neighbourhoodrenewal@dtlr.gov.uk or ring the NRU enquiries
line on 020 7944 8383.

"

mailto:neighbourhoodrenewal@dtlr.gov.uk


Section 3:
Background
What is neighbourhood renewal?
On 15 January 2001, the Government launched the 'New Commitment to
Neighbourhood Renewal: A National Strategy Action Plan'. This sets out a strategy to
tackle the problems of England's .most deprived neighbourhoods. It aims to ensure that
in 10 to 20 years' time no-one is seriously deprived by where they live, and has two
key obj~ctives:
• Significantly improved outcomes in deprived neighbourhoods in five key areas:

health, crime, unemployment, education, and housing and the physical environment;
and

• A narrowing of the gap between deprived areas and the rest of the country.

• The action plan recognises that local people know best what the priorities and needs
of their own neighbourhoods are and that they must have the opportunity and the tools
to get involved. It also recognises the significant role of the vOluntary sector in
neighbourhood renewal, both as representatives of particular sectors of the community,
and as service providers in their own right.

One of the most important ways in which voluntary sector organisations and
community groups and residents can get involved in neighbourhood renewal is through
participating on Local Strategic Partnerships (LSPs).

What is a Local Strategic Partnership?
An LSP brings the different parts of the public sector together with the private,
business, community and voluntqry sectors at a local level so that different initiatives
and services support each other and work together to ensure that public services meet
the needs of local people.1

The renewal of England's most deprived neighbourhoods demands concerted and
co-ordinated effort across all sectors. LSPs will bring the key organisations together to
identify communities' top priorities and needs and to work with local people to address
them.

1 See LSP Guidance, pg 1



The Government recognises that in some areas this kind of strategic partnership will
mark a break with the past, and that some of those involved in LSPs and
neighbourhood renewal will need training and support. This could include Civil Servants
(both ih Whitehall and the GOs), public sector professionals, regeneration practitioners,
and community members and residents. The Neighbourhood Renewal Unit is
developing a skills and knowledge strategy for this purpose.2

Nevertheless, local people and community and voluntary sector groups will need
support early on if they are to participate effectively from the start. The Community
Empowerment Fund will give them this support.

Why should local communities want to get involved on LSPs?
Two of the key early tasks for LSPs will be to draw up plans setting out an agenda for
improving the quality of life in the local area as a whole, and specifically in the most
deprived neighbourhoods. The community and voluntary sectors must be key partners
in the LSP, and where plans are already in development, local communities must still
have the opportunity to influence this process and be involved in taking decisions. The

.• plans concerned are:
• Community strategy - this statutory duty aims to 'enhance the quality of life of local

communities ... through action to improve the economic, social and environmental
well-being of the area and its inhabitants.'3

• Local neighbourhood renewal strategy - this will 'Set out an agreed vision and
plan for positive change in as many neighbourhoods as are in need of renewal [and]
have the agreement and commitment of all the key people and institutions who have
a stake in the neighbourhood, or an impact on it.'4

In many areas, these two strategies might be part of a single document. For instance,
a neighbourhood renewal strategy could be a section dealing with the most deprived
neighbourhoods in a wider community strategy.

These strategies will set out a long-term plan for improving the local quality of life. They
will have an enormous effect on the delivery of services in deprived neighbourhoods. If
they are to genuinely reflect the needs and concerns of local people, it is vital that all
sectors of the community are properly represented on the LSP. In particular, LSPs need
to include appropriate representation from within deprived neighbourhoods, and from
the most marginalised communities. These include black and minority ethnic (BME)
groups and faith communities, who may straddle more than one area or
neighbourhood.

2 More details about this can be found in Chapter 6 of the New Commitment to Neighbourhood Renewal.

3 Guidance on Preparing Community Strategies, page 6

4 New Commitment to Neighbourhood Renewal, page 46



How does the Community Empowerment Fund fit in?
It is crucial that voluntary and community organisations - as well as local residents and
community members - are able to participate as equal partners on LSPs. The
Government recognises that voluntary and community organisations and local
residents will find it much easier to participate effectively if they have access to some
funds of their own to support them, which is why it has set up the Community
Empowerment Fund.

The Community Empowerment Fund provides £36 million over three years (2001/2,
2002/3 and 2003/4) for the 88 most deprived local authority areas. These areas are
eligible for the Neighbourhood Renewal Fund (NRF), and must therefore set up
effective LSPs within a tight timetable in order to receive this funding. The NRF is a
major programme aimed at helping local authorities and their partners to improve core
services in the most deprived neighbourhoods.5

A list of these areas and detailed Community Empowerment Fund allocations can be
found at Annex A.

The Community Empowerment Fund is not a replacement or subsidy for existing local
support for the community and voluntary sectors, or for the infrastructure which
supports them. Consequently, it must not be used to replace or subsidise:
• Existing local authority funding of community groups, voluntary sector organisations

or local infrastructures; or
• Existing provision for community and voluntary sector training and development.

The Community Empowerment Fund is part of a wider range of measures and
resources supporting community and voluntary sector involvement in LSPs and
neighbourhood renewal.
• Most fundamentally, LSPs must not only welcome community and voluntary sector

participation in LSPs, but activ.ely seek it out. Government Offices in the Regions will
not accredit LSPs unless they are satisfied that there is both a good basis of
community and voluntary sector participation, and a realistic action plan to sustain

• and improve on this - working together with any new or existing local community
networks. GOs will also be expected to monitor progress on a regular basis.

• The Community Chests programme (see Page 3) provides small grants to support
and increase mutual self-help and community activity at all levels from the smallest
and most informal upwards. This will help community members to take the first
steps on their own terms towards more formal involvement in neighbourhood
renewal.

5 More information can be found in the LSP Guidance and Annex 0 of the New Commitment to Neighbourhood
Renewal.
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• The Community Empowerment Fund provides funds for outreach and support, so
that local people are aware of the opportunities for participation. It also enables the

"community and voluntary sectors to increase the scope and effectiveness of their
involvement in LSPs (see Page 17).

These three measures, and the processes outlined in this guidance, will provide
support for putting in place an effective framework for community and voluntary sector
involvement in neighbourhood renewal at all levels. This should provide a basis for
increasing community and voluntary input into neighbourhood renewal - and ultimately
for helping achieve the aims of the National Strategy for Neighbourhood Renewal and
significantly reducing the gap between the most deprived neighbourhoods and the rest
of England.

Government Offices in the Regions (GOs) will be responsible for facilitating effective
community and voluntary sector involvement in LSPs in the 88 most deprived areas.
As a part of this, they will be responsible for overseeing the local administration of the
Community Empowerment Fund. '1'1,'

"



Section 4:
,

Supporting effective involvement
through community networks
What is a community network?
In order to achieve effective community and voluntary sector involvement on LSPs,
effective and inclusive community and voluntary sector networks are vital. They should
bring together the full range of community and voluntary sector organisations in an
area - and especially those which represent or work in deprived neighbourhoods and
marginalised communities. They should also provide a link between these sectors and
the LSP.

In the 88 most deprived areas receiving the Community Empowerment Fund, the
community network will also decide how funding should be used locally.

In most cases, a network would cover the same area as an LSP. In some areas,
however, the network's membership may need to be drawn from a wider area, in order
to capture communities of interest, such as black and .minority ethnic or faith
communities6. These communities may have a small presence at neighbourhood and
local levels, but may be significantly represented in deprived areas across a region or
sub-region.

In most areas, the foundations for building a community network will already be in
place, and using them is vital. They may include formal and informal partnerships or
community forums, or voluntary sector councils or alliances. Even in its final form, a
community network could be called any of these. We use 'network' for consistency in
this guidance, but take this to refer to any of these groupings.

[Jp to 50 per cent of the first year's Community Empowerment Fund allocation will be
made available as soon as is practicable in each of the 88 most deprived areas for
essential development work to enhance and, where necessary, establish community
networks and to begin a programme of community and voluntary sector involvement in
LSPs. More details of this are given in Section 5 of this document.

6 Other communities of interest might include women, the disabled, young people and children, older people, and
refugees.



What are the links between a community network and the LSP?
A community network will provide a link between the LSP and the community and
voluntary sectors, and community members and residents. It will do this in the
followihg ways.
• Facilitating two way communications between the voluntary and community sectors

and the LSP - although this should not replace the LSP's responsibility to engage,
more generally, with local people and to support community and voluntary sector
involvement.

• Facilitating the selection of community and voluntary sector members of the LSP. In
doing so they should U$e fair, impartial and appropriate mechanisms, and should
ensure that deprived areas and marginalised groups are properly represented.

• Providing the various strands of the voluntary and community sectors with
opportunities to discuss the problems and issues they face. As a part of this, it
should encourage them to develop and articulate their views, and possibly propose
solutions, so that ~ommunity and voluntary sector members can feed them back to
the LSP.

• Offering community members and residents a way of accessing the LSP, ensuring
that hard-to-reach groups have the same opportunities to be involved. LSP
members may be able to use this as an opportunity to fulfil any statutory duties they
have to consult the community. If they wish to do so, they should first gain the
agreement of their partners on the LSP and of the relevant central Government
department

• Encouraging and providing opportunities for communications and networking
between groups - not just up the chain from the local to the regional level, but
'horizontally' across the voluntary and community sectors. This should include
disseminating information and advice about training, skills and good practice.

The community network should ensure that community and voluntary sector members
of the LSP have:
• the support of their constituency, which might be:

- a local area or neighbourhood; or
- a community of interest - for instance, a minority ethnic or faith community,

women, or disabled or older people within an area.
• an overview of the problems faced by their constituency - and, as far as possible,

those faced by residents and community members more generally - and of the
solutions that they propose.

Community networks will also draw up a plan for using the local Community
Empowerment Fund, taking into account the needs of the most deprived
neighbourhoods and marginalised communities and the priorities for action set out in
local community strategies and neighbourhood renewal strategies.



Once an effective LSP and community network are in place, they should consider
establishing a framework which sets out more formally how the relationship will work in
practice>This might include:
• the number of community and voluntary sector members of the LSP;
• the number of members drawn from deprived neighbourhoods and marginalised

communities;
• how often and by what means voluntary and community sector LSP members are

selected;
• how long members serve on the LSP;
• issues of open access to information, methods of consultation and reasons, where

appropriate, for confidentiality;
• how residents and community and voluntary sector groups can be involved in the

delivery of neighbourhood renewal programmes and objectives;
• the respective responsibilities of the LSP and the community network for consulting

local people;
• feedback mechanisms on LSP performance;
• a strategy for continuing community involvement, including monitoring of all partners'

performance, including that of voluntary and community sector members;
• how appropriate involvement will be achieved from excluded groups (for instance,

ethnic minorities, disabled or older people);
• how LSP member organisations will support community and voluntary sector

involvement when the Community Empowerment Fund programme ends.

What makes an effective community network?
In order to carry out its role effectively, a community network should fulfil - or
demonstrate a commitment to fulfil - the following criteria. It should:
• be able to build an effective relationship between the voluntary and community

sector and the LSP
• include the full range of community and voluntary sector groups, and reach out to

those who are currently excluded or unrepresented by any community body
• build on existing community and voluntary sector networks and partnerships;
• have accessible and consistent methods of accountability through reporting back to
• community and voluntary groups
• provide good value - not only financially, but in how it uses members' time and

resources (Le. by minimising 'partnership burden');
• draw its leadership from within the community and voluntary sector - including

members from the most deprived neighbourhoods and marginalised communities;
• be accessible to all - including disabled people and those whose first language is

not English;
• work with partners on the LSP.to develop plans for its continued existence beyond

the three years of the Community Empowerment Fund
• be well-structured and impartial
• continuously review appropriate membership as the network and the LSP evolve.



"

Every area is unique and will have a different cross-section of communities and of
voluntary and community sector groups and organisations. Nevertheless, an effective
network will always:
• refle'ct the diversity of the local population - including under-represented groups,

such as minority ethnic and faith communities, the disabled, young and older
people; and

• ensure appropriate representation from the most deprived neighbourhoods and
marginalised communities - including the provision of additional support where
community groups are in the early stages of development.

"



"

Section 5:
Getting started
Who will bring the network together?
Working with community and voluntary sector partners at a regional and local level -
and, where possible, the emerging LSP - Government Offices (GOs) should identify the
local organisations that would be. best placed to lead the development of a local
community network, building on existing foundations.

Lead organisations will need to demonstrate that they have:
• the support of other voluntary and community organisations in the area, and

especially those from the most deprived areas and marginalised communities; and
• the capacity to penetrate hard-to-reach groups, including ethnic minority and faith

communities.

The Government Office should enter into a formal agreement with the lead
organisations to facilitate the local development of an effective community network
(see Page 13). Agreements will vary according to local circumstance, but should
include:
• an agreed timescale, which takes into account the existing local infrastructure's

stage of development;
• milestones for progress;
• arrangements for drawing down and administering Community Empowerment

Funding as milestones are met;
• procedures (including 'clawback' and 'carry forward' mechanisms) if milestones are

not met; and
• details of monitoring and audit procedures, and arrangements for feedback to the GO.

Up to 50 per cent of the first year's Community Empowerment Fund allocation in each
area can be used to pay for initial development of the community network. The lead
organisations should agree a spending plan with the GO to cover this development
phase. The GO can then release funding as the work progresses, and in line with DTLR
guidelines on grant administration. The intention is to begin releasing this money as
soon as is practicable.



Developing a local community network
What lead organisations will need to do to bring together a community network will
vary according to local circumstances, but will be likely to include:
• identifying and co-ordinating existing infrastructures;
• outreach to let community and voluntary sector groups know about the emerging

network;
• consultation with local community and voluntary sector groups;
• support to new organisations and under-represented groups;
• arranging and publicising preliminary meetings; and
• agreeing decision-making procedures.

The lead organisations and the leaders of the emerging LSP should agree a protocol
for sharing information and joint working between the LSP and community network
whilst they are being established. This should focus on achieving accreditation for the
LSP under the Neighbourhood Renewal Fund criteria. This will mean community and
voluntary sector involvement in drafting and approving community and neighbourhood
renewal strategies.

Whilst a community network is being developed, lead organisations will also have to
agree interim arrangements for selecting voluntary and community sector LSP
members. At the same time, the lead organisations will also have to put interim
arrangements in place to decide how to use the local Community Empowerment Fund
for outreach, training and development, and other empowerment activities. These
arrangements should allow for consultation with groups from across the local
community and voluntary sectors, including existing networks and partnerships and
groups from the most deprived neighbourhoods and marginalised communities.

GOs should consider the regional perspective as this work develops. Regional
voluntary sector networks (both mainstream and BME) and other regional bodies will
be able to provide indepe'ldent support and advice. They will be able to identify
opportunities for networking or combining resources. GOs should explore these
possibilities as they take this work forward.

Lead organisations should also develop a comprehensive understanding of the local
community and voluntary sector infrastructure, and of any gaps in it. Lead
organisations for both establishing the network and the emerging LSP should draw on
existing research and sources of information, but may also wish to commission further
research (singly or jointly) as part of the process of establishing an inclusive and
effective network and LSP. This could be the basis of an initial collaborative project
between the emerging network and the LSP.



What happens next?
The lead organisations are only responsible for setting up the community network.
Once established, a network will need continuing support, but at this stage it will be for
the network itself to decide who are the most suitable organisations to provide this
support.

The Government expects the GOs will have to be instrumental in the early stages of
this process, to ensure that effective first steps are taken in each of the 88 areas, and
that local authorities and other statutory partners support the emerging network. GOs
should withdraw to an arms-length monitoring role once they are satisfied that the
network is:
• effec~ive and includes all sectors of the community (including, in particular, BME and

other marginalised groups);
• taking steps to remedy gaps or weaknesses in provision; and
• engaged in an effective dialogue with the emergent LSP.

Community networks will, however, continue to change and develop in response to
" changing circumstances and as the relationship with the LSP strengthens. As long as

G06 are still sure that networks are progressing satisfactorily, they should agree with
the lead organisations arrangements for the continued use of the local Community
Empowerment Fund.

The emerging community network should decide how to use the Community
Empowerment Fund in line with local needs and priorities and in dialogue with the LSP.
They should ensure that the benefits are greatest in the most deprived neighbourhoods
and marginalised communities.

The lead organisations should then agree a spending plan with the GO that matches
the community network's decisions. Once this is in place, the GO will begin to release
funds to the accountable body according to the spending plan.

The following are some possible uses for the Community Empowerment Fund.
• Outreach work to make sure that residents, groups and organisations are aware of

the opportunities for participation and are encouraged to take them up. This should
include efforts to involve the widest range of community members and groups,
particularly those from ethnic minority and faith communities, women, older people,
young people and children, and disabled people.

• Ongoing training and support for community and voluntary sector members of the
LSP, including mechanisms for them to report back to the wider community.

• Two-way dissemination of information about the LSP process and about specific
issues.

• Communications, such as newsletters, web sites, noticeboards and regular
meetings.



• Support for the development of ideas, initiatives and contributions to the strategic
planning process that come from the community itself (consultations, meetings,
-surveys etc).

These are just a few of the possibilities. The community network will have to decide the
balance of activities, their priorities for action and their expenditure of Community
Empowerment Fund resources on each.



ANNEXA:

Allocations
Community Empowerment Fund Allocations

'.The Community Empowerment Fund totals £36 million over three years
2001-04 (£12 million a year) and will be allocated to the 88 areas eligible for funding
from the Neighbourhood Renewal Fund. A minimum of £100,000 per year will be
allocated to each area to support community and voluntary sector involvement in Local
Strategic Partnerships, with the remainder allocated in proportion to the number of
people in each area living in the 10 per cent most deprived wards. This minimum level
reflects the fact that all areas, and particularly those without a strong existing
community sector, will require enough funding to stimulate activity and put
infrastructure in place.

Year one allocations are fixed, but allocations for years two and three of the
" prowamme will be reviewed as it progresses, in the light of experience in local areas.

LA area Population living Allocations
in 10% most 2001-02 2002-03 2003-04 Totaldeprived wards

GO Eastern

Great Yarmouth 32,883 115,930 115,930 115,930 347,789

Luton 24,984 112,103 112,103 112,103 336,309

GO East Midlands

Ashfield 15,945 107,724 107,724 107,724 323,173 I
Bolsover 24,305 " 111,774 111,774 111,774 335,323 I

Derby 53,786 126,056 126,056 126,056 378,168

Leicester 138,615 167,150 167,150 167,150 501,450

Lincoln - 100,000 100,000 100,000 300,000

Mansfield 38,036 118,426 118,426 118,426 .355'27~J
Nottingham 152,993 174,115 174,115 174,115 522,346



\
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TOla'·]
LA area Population living Allocations

in 10% most
2001-02 2002-03 2003-04.- deprived wards

I._--.-----
GO London

Barking & Dagenham 27,017 113,088 113,088 113,088 339,264

Brent 37,713 118,270 118,270 118,270 354,809
------ -

Camden 69,807 133,817 133,817 133,817 401,451

Croydon 9,618 104,659 104,659 104,659 313,978

Ealing 15,175 107,351 107,351 107,351 322,054
I

Enfield 30,771 114,907 114,907 114,907 344,720

Greenwich 64,227 131,114 131,114 131,114 393,342

Hackney 194,684 194,312 194,312 194,312 582,936
--

Hammersmith & Fulham 17,098 108,283 108,283 108,283 324,849

Haringey 88,276 142,764 142,764 142,764 428,292
-

Islington 103,751 150,261 150,261 150,261 450,782

Kensington & Chelsea 17,882 108,663 108,663 108,663 325,988

Lambeth 40,072 119,412 119,412 119,412 358,237

Lewisham 40,582 119,659 119,659 119,659 358,978

I Newham 220,606 206,869 206,869 206,869 620,608

Southwark 130,927 163,426 163,426 163,426 490,277
._-

Tower Hamlets 175,791 185,159 185,159 185,159 555,478

Waltham Forest 42,253 120,469 120,469 120,469 361,407

Wandsworth - 100,000 100,000 100,000 300,000

vvt::<:>lI '" '<:>Lt::' 24,776 112,002 112,002 112,002 336,007

North East

Derwentside ~4,528 111,882 111,882 111,882 335,647

Easington 73,358 135,537 135,537 135,537 406,612

Gateshead 76,826 137,217 137,217 137,217 411,652

Hartlepool 51,917 125,150 125,150 125,150 375,451

Middlesbrough 86,861 142,079 142,079 142,079 426,236

Newcastle upon Tyne 113,233 154,854 154,854 154,854 464,562

North Tyneside 50,859 124,638 124,638 124,638 373,914

Redcar and Cleveland 57,454 127,833 127,833 127,833 383,498

Sedgefield 18,846 109,130 109,130 109,130 327,389

South Tyneside 89,060 143,144 143,144 143,144 429,432
:

Stockton-on- Tees 63,743 130,879 130,879 130,879 392,638

Sunderland 118,540 157,425 157,425 157,425 472,275

Wansbeck 22,824 111,057 111,057 111,057 333,170

Wear Valley 28,233 113,677 113,677 113,677 341,031



.'
22,651 110,973 110,973 110,973

22,755 111,023 111,023 111,023

15,830 107,669 107,669 107,669

14,260 106,908 106,908 106,908

Brighton & Hove

Hastings

Portsmouth

Southampton

~
I

---,
LA area Population living Allocations I

I
in 10% most ----~-

2001-02 2002-03 2003-04 Total
I

.- deprived wards
I \ "---------------~._-1-GO North West

14,156 106,858 106,858 106,858 320,573I Allerdale

r Barrow-in-Furness 30,420 114,737 114,737 114,737 344,210
~-------"

'- Blackburn with Darwen 71,729 134,748 134,748 134,748 404,244

[ Blackpool 49,772 124,111 124,111 124,111 372,334

Bolton 89,780 143,493 143,493 143,493 430,478

Burnley 21,069 110,207 110,207 110,207 330,620
-----------~~--_._----------

Halton " 65,004 131,490 131,490 131,490 394,471

Hyndburn 21,406 110,370 110,370 110,370 331,109

Knowsley 122,299 159,246 159,246 159,246 "477,73S-l

Liverpool 333,139 261,384 261,384 261,384 I784,153 ~

Manchester 340,790 265,091 265,091 265,091 795,273

Oldham 77,341 137,467 137,467 137,467 412,400

Pelldle 32,448 115,719 115,719 115,719 347,157

Preston 41,706 120,204 120,204 120,204 360,612

Rochdale 80,717 139,102 139,102 139,102 417,307

Salford 90,030 143,614 143,614 143,614 430,841
---------

Sefton 93,182 145,141 145,141 145,141 435,422
------ -

St Helens 64,089 131,047 131,047 131,047 393,141

Tameside 22,177 110,743 110,743 110,743 332,230
---~---~-----~-------_._--------"-------------_ .._---"----

45,095 121,846 121,846 121,846

83,980 140,683 140,683 140,683

GO South West

Bristol

Kerrier

Penwith

Plymouth

58,995 128,579 128,579 128,579 385,738

26,649 112,910 112,910 112,910 338,729

13,720 106,646 106,646 106,646 319,939

34,983 116,947 116,947 116,947 350,841



--
LA area Population living Allocations

in 10% most
2001-02 2002-03 2003-04 Total.- deprived wards

GO West Midlands

Birmingham 364,757 276,701 276,701 276,701 830,104

Coventry 87,527 142,401 142,401 142,401 427,204

Dudley 25,161 112,189 112,189 112,189 336,567

Sandwell 133,214 164,534 164,534 164,534 493,601

Stoke-on- Trent 66,747 132,335 132,335 132,335 397,004

Walsall 117,848 157,090 157,090 157,090 471,269

Wolverhampton 98,096 147,521 147,521 147,521 442,564

GO Yorks & Humber

Barnsley 90,085 143,640 143,640 143,640 430,921

Bradford 162,359 178,652 178,652 178,652 535,957

Doncaster 145,447 170,460 170,460 170,460 511,379

Kingston upon Hull 124,224 160,179 160,179 160,179 480,536

Kirklees 49,510 123,984 123,984 123,984 371,953

Leeds 138,923 167,299 167,299 167,299 501,898

Rotherham 60,705 129,408 129,408 129,408 388,223

Sheffield 158,536 176,800 176,800 176,800 530,401

Wakefield 73,458 135,586 135,586 135,586 406,757

.'



ANNEX B:

Glossary
BME

CEF

DTLR

DfES

GOs

LA

, LSP

NR
NRF

NRU

NSNR

SEU

Black and minority ethnic

Community Empowerment Fund

Department for Transport, Local Government and the Regions

Department for Education and Skills

Government Offices in the Regions

Local authority

Local Strategic Partnership

Neighbourhood renewal

Neighbourhood Renewal Fund

Neighbourhood Renewal Unit

National Strategy for Neighbourhood Renewal

Social Exclusion Unit

.'
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ANi\JEX C:

Selected bibliography and contacts
DTLR publications
DTLR web site: www.dtlr.gov.uk

Local Strategic Partnerships: Government Guidance
March 2001 (available on DTLR web site, or from DTLR, PO Box 236, Wetherby,
West Yorkshire LS23 7NB. Tel: 0870 1226 237)

Preparing Community Strategies: government guidance to local authorities
December 2000 (available on DTLR web site)

Joining It Up Locally
Policy Action Team 17, April 2000, £10.00. ISBN 1-85112-376-8

Our Towns and Cities: The Future - Delivering an Urban Renaissance
Cm 4911. The Stationery Office, November 2000, £28.00
ISBN 0-10-149112-3

Our Countryside: The Future - A Fair Deal for Rural England
Cm 4909. The Stationery Office, November 2000, £28.00
ISBN 0-10-149092-5

Involving Communities in Urban and Rural Regeneration: a guide for practitioners
1997, £10.00. ISBN 1-85112-048-3

Social Exclusion Unit publications
SEU web site: www.cabinet-office.gov.uk/seu

A New Commitment to Neighbourhood Renewal: A National Strategy Action Plan
January 2001 Tel: 020 7944 8383 or e-mail neighbourhoodrenewal@dtlr.gov.uk

Policy Action Team Audit
January 2001. Tel: 02079448383 or e-mail neighbourhoodrenewal@dtlr.gov.uk

Neighbourhood Management
Policy Action Team 4. April 2000. £14.00. ISBN 0-11-430170-0

http://www.dtlr.gov.uk
http://www.cabinet-office.gov.uk/seu
mailto:neighbourhoodrenewal@dtlr.gov.uk
mailto:neighbourhoodrenewal@dtlr.gov.uk


Active Community Unit (Home Office) publications
ACU web site: www.homeoffice.gov.uk/acu/acu.htm

Community Self-Help
Policy Action Team 9, April 2000. Available from the ACU web site.

Compact on Relations between the Government and the Voluntary and Community
Sector in England
November 1998. Available from the ACU web site.

Other organisations and publications

Black Training and Enterprise Group
E-mail: bteg@btinternet.com
Te/: 020 7713 6161

Community Development Foundation
• E-mail: admin@cdf.org.uk

Tel: 020 7226 5375

The New Community Strategies - How to Involve Local People
December 2000. ISBN 1-901974-23-5

Building Community Strengths: A Resource Book on Capacity Building
1997. ISBN 0-902406-78-7

Community Matters
Web site: www.communitymatters.org.uk
Tel: 020 7226 0189
Can provide advice and publicatiof)s on setting up community organisations and
buildings.

Development Trusts Association
Web site: www.dta.org.uk
Tel: 020 77068447
Useful publications, training and information exchange.

Earthscan Publications
E-mail: earthinfo@earthscan.co.uk
Tel: 020 7278 0433,

The Community Planning Handbook
2000, £14.95. ISBN 1-85383-654-0

http://www.homeoffice.gov.uk/acu/acu.htm
mailto:bteg@btinternet.com
mailto:admin@cdf.org.uk
http://www.communitymatters.org.uk
http://www.dta.org.uk
mailto:earthinfo@earthscan.co.uk


Joseph Rowntree Foundation
Web site: www.jrf.org.uk
Tel: 01904629241

Local Government Association
Web site: http://www.lga.gov.uk/
Tel: 02076643000

Compacts, Strategies, Partnerships: exploring relationships between local authorities,
the voluntary and community sector
2000, £15.00. ISBN 1-84049-209-0

Preparing Community Strategies: Issues and Advice
December 2000

National Council for Voluntary Organisations (NCVO)
Web site: www.ncvo-vol.org.uk
Tel: 020 7713 6161

Local Compact Guidelines: Getting Local Relationships Right Together
July 2000

National Tenants' Resource Centre
Web site: www.ntrc.org.uk
Tel: 01244300 246
Charity offering training and support to all those living and working in low-income
communities around the United Kingdom to develop their skills, confidence and
capacity to tackle problems and reverse poor conditions.

Neighbourhood Initiatives Foundation
Web site: www.nif.co.uk
Tel: 01952 590 777
Charity specialising in community participation, training and development. It has many
useful publications and packs.

PEP
Web site: www.pep.org.uk
Tel: 020 7281 0438
PEP provides advice, hands-on project work, training and research services for
communities in areas of social and economic disadvantage.

Urban Forum
Web site: www.urbanforum.org.uk
Tel: 020 72483111
An umbrella body for community and voluntary groups with interests in urban and
regional policy, especially regeneration.

http://www.jrf.org.uk
http://www.lga.gov.uk/
http://www.ncvo-vol.org.uk
http://www.ntrc.org.uk
http://www.nif.co.uk
http://www.pep.org.uk
http://www.urbanforum.org.uk


.'

Department for Transport, Local Government and the Regions
Eland House
Bressenden Place
London SW1 E 5DU
Telephone 020 7944 3000
Website www.dltr.gov.uk

© Crown copyright 2002
Copyright in the typographical arrangement and design rests with the Crown.,
This publication (excluding the Royal Arms and logos) may be reproduced free of charge in any
format or medium provided that it is reproduced accurately and not used in a misleading context.
The material must be acknowledged as Crown copyright and the title of the publication specified.

Further copies of this guidance can be obtained from
Neighbourhood Renewal Unit
Tel: 020 7944 8383
e-mail: neighbourhoodrenewal@dtlr.gsi. gov. uk

This document is also available on the NRU website: www.neighbourhood.gov.uk

Published by the Department for Transport, Local Government and the Regions.
Reprinted in the UK, March 2002 (01NRU0993) on paper comprising 80% post-consumer waste
and 20% TCF pulp.

Product code 01NRU0552

http://www.dltr.gov.uk
mailto:neighbourhoodrenewal@dtlr.gsi.
http://www.neighbourhood.gov.uk


Neighbourhood
Renewal Unit

An inter-departmental unit based in the
Department for Transport, Local Government and the Regions
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